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Abstract: The modern experiments in cosmic rays and particle physics 
are usually performed with large number of detectors and signal processing 
have to be done by complex electronics. The analog signals from the detec-
tors are converted to digital (by discriminators or fast ADC) and connected 
to different type of logic implemented in FPGA (Field Programmable Gate 
Arrays). A FPGA development board based on Xilinx XC3S50AN was de-
signed, assembled and tested. The board will be used for developing a 
modern registering controller (to replace the existing now) for the muon tel-
escope in the University and can be used for other experiments in cosmic 
rays physics when fast digital pulses have to be processed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The muon telescopes are detector systems, which use coincidence cir-
cuits and counters, for continuous registering the cosmic rays muons inten-
sity, in fixed angular intervals. The detectors are placed in two parallel 
planes, one above the other and when a charged particle passes a pair of 
detectors (of up and down plane) the corresponding coincidence circuit 
forms a pulse which  goes to the input of the respective counter.  

The muon telescope at the University consists of two detector planes, 9 
detectors in each. 33 coincidence circuits and 33 8-bit counters are used 
[1]. The block diagram of the current registering controller is shown on Fig.1 

 The coincidence circuits are realized with fast AND TTL gates (74S08). 
The output of each coincidence circuit is connected to 8 bit counter 
(74HC590) and the 3-state outputs of the counters are connected to 8-bit 
bus. The one-minute time intervals for counting are formed by quartz stabi-
lized timer. Additionally a 24-bit counter is implemented. The outputs of the 
18 detectors are muxed sequentially each counting interval to its input, and 
the counted single pulses are used to control the proper operation of the 
corresponding detector. 
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The controller is connected to 2 parallel (LPT) ports of a personal com-
puter – one of them is used as data bus and the other is used for sending 
commands and addresses. 

Thus the designed in 2002 controller consists of about 70 TTL chips, 
(Fig. 2) and usage of LPT ports, unavailable on most of the modern com-
puters main boards, imposes the need of new controller design. 

. 

 
 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the old TTL based controller. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Common view of the old TTL based controller. 
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2. THE DESIGNED BOARD 

2.1 Main considerations. 

The new controller has to be fully compatible to the other blocks of the 
telescope. It should have eighteen 5V tolerant 50 Ohm inputs for the 60 ns 
TTL pulses from the detectors and should realize the main functionalities of 
the old controller – 33 coincidence circuits and the corresponding counters 
from Fig. 1. The controller has to be designed using FPGA and VHDL, thus 
greatly reducing the number of chips and increasing the flexibility. 

VHDL functional analogue of 74HC590 8-bit counters with outputs con-
nected to common bus was preliminary tested on Digilent’s BASYS-2 de-
velopment board (Spartan 3E based) and for our design we chose Spartan 
3AN family XC3S50AN chip. It has enough gates for this application, inter-
nal configuration memory and is available in TQFP-144 case, which allows 
hand soldering. 

Before the realization of the controller, we designed the described in 
this paper development board, so the main blocks implemented in FPGA 
could be tested. Also some details of powering the FPGA, programming 
and board layout have to be clarified. The board was designed taking into 
account future possibilities for different VHDL codes tests and applications 
in other experiments.   

2.2 The hardware. 

The board is standard 2-layer PCB and was hand-soldered. The block 
diagram is presented on Fig.3., and common view can be seen on Fig. 4.  

Its main characteristics are:  
 
• Xilinx XC3S50AN FPGA, 50K gates, 144-pin TQFP case [2]; 
• 50 MHz quartz oscillator; 
• 6 digit 7-segments LED indicators, dynamic indication; 
• LED bar, 10 LEDS; 
• 8 switches (High – Low level); 
• 4 buttons; 
• 20 inputs, 5V tolerant, 50 Ohm, 4 5V TTL inputs; 
• 4 + 4 unbuffered 3.3V inputs/outputs (connected through 200 Ohm re-

sistors directly to FPGA pins); 
• Powered by USB; 
• Two-channel UART-USB converter FT2232D [3] “on board”; 
• All signals of channel B of FT2232D wired to FPGA, possibility to use 

serial or parallel interface; 
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• Configuration without programming cable, directly by USB, using 
USB-JTAG interface realized with channel A of FT2232D; 

• Configuration and programming by JTAG (USB-JTAG cable HS-1, 
Digilent); 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the designed FPGA board. 

2.3 Programming of the on-board FPGA. 

The on-board XC3S50AN can be programmed by JTAG, using 
USB-JTAG cable HS-1, Digilent. It was tested successfully both with Digi-
lent’s software ADEPT and with Xilinx IMPACT (ISE 12.1), after installing 
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the needed Windows drivers. The switch to channel A of FT2232D has to 
be “OFF”. 

When the cable is disconnected, the on-board USB-JTAG interface with 
FT2232D can be used (the switch from channel A to JTAG should be “ON”) 
to configure the FPGA.  

The open source PAPILIO-LOADER application (http://papilio.cc/, 
http://forum.gadgetfactory.net) was used successfully to configure the 
FPGA, loading bit-file into its configuration RAM. Although this software is 
capable of programming Spartan-3A FPGAs with external SPI configuration 
flash-memory, it can not program the internal flash of Spartan-3AN. 

Several open source JTAG SVF-players were tested unsuccessfully to 
program XC3S50AN in this way. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Common view of the designed FPGA board. Actual size 129x88 mm. 
(Some SMD elements are on the bottom layer of the PCB) 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

A fully functional development board, with wide area of application, 
based on Xilinx XC3S50AN FPGA was designed and tested. Some details 
concerning powering, programming and other specific signals wiring for 
SPARTAN-3A and AN family devices were clarified. Previously designed 
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blocks which were tested on BASYS-2 board (serial ports, counters and 
others) were tested on this board.  

Detailed “Reference manual” consisting of table with user available pin 
definitions and including the full schematic diagram is available. 

Currently the new registering controller schematic is at design stage us-
ing ISE Webpack 12.1. Before the final design of the new board, the project 
will be tested on this described dev-board. 
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